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2. Introduction . 
(a) At the seventh meeting of the Permanent Cammission in Dublin, November 

1958, the Norwegian delegation expressed concern at recent trends in the i\rctic 

ood fisheries, and proposed a f'Llrther increase t::)f the mesh size in this area to 

130 mm. It vras decided to ask the lCES t~i provide a scientific appreciati~:;n of 

the state of the Arctic fisheries generally, and tG assess the immediate and long-

term effeots of further increases in mesh above 110 mm. 

(b) Accordingly, a working group oomprising the peeple lis ted above was set 

up under the ohairmanship of Mr. Rollefsen. The group met on three ocoasions; 

in Bergen in May 1959, in Copenhagen in September 1959, and in lvlosoovv in March 

1960. At the first of these meetings the members, of the Group submitted all the 

available statistics anC!. research data relevant to the Arctio fisheries of their 

country; this combined information formed the basis of the investigations under·-

taken by the group and the conolusions which are s:u.:rnmarised in tb.is report. 
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(c) At the end of the second meeting in Copenhagen, a full progress 

report an the findings of the Group conoerning the fisheries for cad ~~d had

dook was prepared and submitted to the Gadoid 1:i'ish COllID1ittee during the 1959 

lCES meeting. At the third meeting, in Mosoow, this report was revised and 

arnended as necessary by inclusion of the data for 1959, a1thcugh the main 

conclusions were not thereby altered subst:mtia1ly. By this time the res'L:.lts 

of the International Arctic l/Iesh Ex;periment were also available, and it was 

possible to prepare assessments of the probable effects of specific increases 

in mesh size for bcth clJd and haddock. 

(a) Owing te the short time elapsing 'between the lVioscdVV' meeting and the 

meeting of the Permanent Commissicn in lvIay, it has be en possible in this 

report ter give only a sumroary of the c~·nclusions reached concerning the effects 

of fishing and of further increases in mesh size on cod and haddock. . It is 

proposed that the ~~ll account of the data and analyses on which these findings 

have been bas ed rulould form a Special Soientifio Report; this wi11 be based 

on the second progress report prepared in CO'"penhagen, but supplement ed by 

inclusion of selectivity data and details of the assessments of increase in 

mesh size. 

(e) The \!Vorking Group has not been able te consider other Arctio 

fisheries such as those for redfish, coalfish and plaice, and no reference 

to these is made in this report. 

3. ~cts of f~~ing on the sto.9lf~of ...sqq 
(a) Raving reviewed and. analysed the available data f0r cod, the 

vVorking Group concluded tha t the changes whi. oh have occurred in the abun

dance of the stocl~s sinae 1930 have been caused rnainly bychanges in the 

amount of fishing during that time, on which have been superimposed 

increases and' de creases due to varying strengths:>f year-classes. The 

effects or fishing have been most noticeable in the immediate post-war years 

when the stoeks were abundant after the much reduoed fishing during the war, 

and again in recent years following the marked inerease in the amount of 

fishing duxing the nineteen-fifties. 

(b) It was ooncluded that at the present time the total mortality 

rate of cad above six years cf age in Regions I and rI A (Barents Sea and 
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Norwegian Coast) is in the region of 6~i per year; and not less than this in 

Region Il B (Bear Island-Spitsbergen). Of this total mortality rate it was 

concluded that betvveen three-quarters and four-fifths is due to fishingc 

(o) This high mortality rate during the nineteen fifties provides a 

satisfactOr""y explanation for the failure of the gcod 1948, 1949 and 1950 year

cIasses to have caused more than a temporary increase in the catehes of imma

ture fish, and why they have had relatively little influence in reeent years 

on the abundance of the rna ture :rish, even when allowance is made for the 

hjrdrographic changes which have occurred in the Barents Sea in recent years. 

4. Effects of fishing on the steeks cf hadSiC!91s 

Ca) Although the data for haddock are less camplete than for cod, the 

Working Group concluded that the effects of fishing on the stocks have been 

broadly similar to those on cod, 

(b) The total mortality rate in Regions I and Il .A is estimated at about 

55f~ at the present time, of which about three-quarters appears te be due to 

f'ishing. In Region Il B the fraction of the total mortality due to fishing 

appears to be higher still, but only a small proper-tion of the total oateh of 

Aretic haddock carnes from this Region. 

5" Se.lectivi ty of trawl nets for cod an.!. hadd~ 

Ca) On the basis of the report of the .Arctic Mesh Selection Working 

Group on e~)eriments carried out by the four ccuntries in the Western Barents 

Sea in August-September 1959, it was agreed that a selection factor for ~. 

or 3.6 seemed the best working va lue , this referring te cad-ends made of 

manila. For haddook it was thought that the evidence indicated a somewhat 

lovver value than was reccmmended in the report; a factor of 3.3 for manila 

ood-ends has been used. 

(b) The data for cod-ends made cf synthetie materials are less exten

sive, but indicate that polyamide materials have a higher Selectivity than -~ 

those of manila. The assessments biven below refer to meSh sizes of manila. 

The equivalent mesh size l'or all other ma~erials corresponding to the size 

for manila is in proportien to their selectivity factors as determiDed by 

e xperimen t. J::<or oexl-ends made of polyamide f'ibres (nylon, oapron and perlon) 
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the equivalent mesb. size is thought to be about 1(1'0 to 18;6 small er than for 

manila cod-onds. 

(c) Using.the selection factors for manila cod-ends given above, the 

5CP/o retenticn lengths of oad and haddock for various mesh sizes are given i.."1. 

Table I as follcws:-

!able I 29%.r~tention le~~~s of eod and h~~ 

i·~-~:~=:~----I ··-··-5o;i··-~~;enti·~~~·_·1 

I mefrrm)ize I_--~-=~;~~~--:-I 
I Cod i. HaddocK I 
1 ........ - ............. _-_ ....... _ .... __ ._ .. · __ .. _. __ ... __ --J-.. ________ I 

, I I I 110 LI-O! 36 ! 
I !! 
I l I ,120 43! 40 . I l ! I 

I 130 47 l 43 I 

I 140 50 I 46 I 

I 150 54 I 50 ! 
l-""""",,_"_'_'.'.' . l 

6. Cod: assessments of long-term effects of increase in,mesh size 

(a) Long-term ei'i'ects oi' increasing the size of træ7l mesh above 110 mm 

have been assessed on the basis of the mortality estimates and seleotivity 

val~es given above, the growth rate of l\rctic cod, the relative fishing 

efforts exerted by the oountries c'::.mcerned and the size-oomposi ti:,ns of the 

oatohes of each covntry. A brief acoount of the methods used is given in 

the Appendix to this Report, 

(b) It was concluded in the Second Progress Rep("irt tha tinerease of 

mesh size beyond 110 rrm would result in improved exploitation or the Arctic 

cod stocks, and the more detailed assessments :m.a.de during the Moscow meeting 

have confirmed this conclusion6 Table 2 gives assessments of the probable 

percentage inerease in total lang-term eatch of cod, to all countries 

together, resulting from the nse of mesh sizes up to 150 mm, tald.ng the 

period 1950-59 as reference. 
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Table 2 Cod: effect or increase of mesh size on total 

I Increase'of mesh size I Percentage increase in li 
I from 110 mm to:- total long-term cateh ! 

I-.-.. -.·.----.. ··-.. ----~-·-····--... ·-·--·---------·------------1 
I ~O~ 5 t 

DO- w l 
140 mm 16 l 

i 

1.__ 150 mm 20 ,I 

(o) Th~_ vyay. in which these total gains vf'::uld be distributed betvveen the 

various countries and fishcries depends on the relative fishing effort exerted 

by eaeh, the type of gear used, and the size-composition of the eatehes taken 

by ea.ch. Table 3 ;ives oat:.i.n:.'l.tGs cf hcwV' the increases in total cateh shown in 

To.ble 2 c~ro likely to bo distributed bet".C,'"i:.;en the tray~-l fisheries as n. whole and 

those fisheries using other kinds of gear "rhose selectivity is not affected by 

a mesh regulation (see also Appendix). 

Table 3 Q9d ......... ! __ e_f_f_e_c_t_. _o_f_i_n_c_r_e_a_s_e_, c_ ..... f_m_e_s_h_s_i .... z_.6 __ 0_l1._t_o_t_a_l 

... _._ .... _______ • __ .... ___ ._ .. ________ ••. __ -,-______ .... _____ - .• -.--.• --.----.... - ..... -.- .... - ·• ..... · .. ·1· 

l Percentage increase in r 
I Increase:"f mesh size _._ .. ___ ._.:~_~=~. l,ca ~~~_.:~: ~_.----Jl 

from 110 mm to:-

~ 
.. , Traw~ I .. 1isheries using 1 
.l.'lsherles ,J-cher gears I 

-------.. -... ._-_._._. ----------1 i 

120 nnn 4 I 6 
I 

l 130 mm 9 13 
I 

I 
140 ~ J..4 21 

I 150 mm 17 30 
.j .. ,._----_._--_ .... -

(d) Same.idea of what the above percentage increases mean in terms of 

actual cateh can be gauged from the faet that the total c3.toh of Arctic cod 

over the last five years has averaged abcut 950,000 tons per year, of ,which 

about three-quarters has been taken in the trawl fisheries. On this. basis, 

the ~~ inerease in total catch given in Table'2 for an inerease of mesh to 
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120 mm represents a gain of nearly 50,000 tons anl1ually, while the 10;~~ 

increase for Q mesh of 130 mm is equivalent to an additional eateh in the 

region of 100,000 tons per year. 

(e) VIllether aetual lang-term eatehes would ehange in tr.Qs -riay if the 

mesh size were increased depends eritieally on the strength of the ye2-r-

elasses v[hich will (;nter the f'ishery in the future, as vvell 2.S on other 

faetors, such as the amount of fishing, remaining cone.tant. VVhat the 

assessments of Tables 2 and 3 shoy! explici ty is the probable amount by 

vvhich the yield obtainable from &"'1y year-elass" Ylhother good or poar, 

throughout its life, in the fisheries caula. be inereased by the use of 

larger meshes, at present levels of fishing. 

(f) In interpreting the results given in' Tables 2 and 3 it vrill be 

appreciated tha.t ,~:..ssessments of this kind cannot be macle viii th exaetness, 

but the figures for the sffeet of meshes of 120 mm and 130 111.1il are thought 

to be reliable Yforking assessillents I,rhich, if E1nything, may underestiI'Jate 

the gains ij;rhich would result both in tertls of total cateh and, more especi--

ally, to the travd fishories. This is becaus e, in addi tion to the direet 

saving of the sillallest fish, s. larger ill8Sh yrill tend to eneourage trawlers 

to fish more vrhere the medium and large fish form a higher proportion of the 

eateh. The estimates given in Tables 2 c;,nd 3 make same al1ov7cxlce for a 

ehc:nge of fishing tactics of this kinc1, but the full consequenees cannot be 

assessed aeeurately at present (see Appendix). It can be said, nevertheless, 

the.t Cl shift of fishing pressure toyv-"rds the larger fish YiOulcl add to the 

eonservation value of the'larger mesh3,ncl tend to increase the share of the 

total eateh taken, by the trawl fisheries. Assessments of the eff8et of 

using meshes larger than 130 1I1'Il are necessaril;y somevrh3.t less relia"ble on 

present information, but it is reasonable to conclude that still larger gains 

could be expeeted from same further inerease of mesh size a"bove 130 rmn. 

7. Cad: assessments of immediate effects of inerease in mesh size 

(a) The inmec1iate effeet of an inerease in nesh size is to eause some 

loss of eateh of the smallest fish compared '\i1ith -v-vflat would have been eaught 

at that time vdth the original ID8sh. Taking the p~riod 1950-59 as reference, 

the nominal immediate losses to th8 various tr8,'.-vl fleets follovdng e.n increase 
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of mesh to 120 rmn would range frem zero to5i;, and from zero to 11/j fer an 

inerease to 130 mm, depending on the size eON.position of the catches taken by 

the fleet in question and its discarding practiee. Certain lJoints need, to be 

barne in mind, ha/vever, when interpreting the se estimates" as set out in-,the 

f ollowing i)aragraphs. 

(b) These figures give the probable relative loss and not necessarily 

the actual loss. This latter depends on the magni tude 8lld size composi tion 

of the stoeks at the time the increase is made, and factors influencing the 

,oontemporary suecess of fishing olJerations. These eauses acting together 

are rcsponsible for substantially greater year-to-year fluctQations in catehes 

of Arctic cod than would be involved by an inerease of mesh from 110 mm to 

120 mm or te 130 mm., 

(c) In arriving at the above estimates no allowance has been made for 

the censequences of redistribution of fishing eff()rt t:JWards larger fish, or 

of increase of fishing p~ver of trawl gear, as mesh size is inereased (see 

Appendix) • Te the extent that these faetors cperate, they will bcth tend to 

offset the immediate losses resulting from. the use Gf larger meshes, 

(d) The above losses refer anly to the initial effect of using the 

larger mesh. Even during the first year in which the larger mesh is used 

the losses will begin te deerease as fish re1eased by the larger mesh grow 

into its retention range. ~lring the second year after the increase in mesh 

size has been made the losses will have fallen to roughlY half the above 

values, and by the third year will have virtually disa:./?peared. 

8. Haddock: assessments of leng-term efi'ects of incres,se of rnesh size 

Ca) Long-term assessments for haddook, of which the total cateh is 

roughly one-seventh that of cad, cannot at the present time be made with the 

same re Iiab ilit y as for cod. Apart from the lesso.r acouracy of the mortality 

estimates, information on both themagnitude and size oarrpositions of the 

commercial catehes of haddock by some ccuntries is incamplete. 

(b) It is believed, nevertheless, that assessrnents can be made whlch 

give areasonably reliable indication of the ?robable lang-term gains in 

totn.l CD. teh of' b.Dddocl;.: from incrcc.su of mush sizc. These have been 
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calcu1ated in a similar way tG those for cod, and give percentage increases in 

total catcn of about 6/.' f\::;,r an increase of mesh to 120 mm a..nd ab8ut 9~:{ f',:"",r an 

increase te 130 mm. These conclusi'ns are in harmony with assessments made 

in a different way, based on the mean age at first capture c::>rresponding to 

the use of various mesh sizes. 

(c) The way in which these total gains w·:.-..uld be shared between the trawl 

and non-trawl fisheries cannot be assessed reliab1y at present, but the indi-

cati'::-jns are that there wC"Ll1d at least be no loss to the trawl fisheries as a 

who1e frem increases of mesh t,,) sizes in the region of 125 mm to 1}0 mm. 

9. ltaddock: assessments of immediate effects of increase in mesh size 

(a) Estimates of the immediate losses resulting fram an inorease of 

mesh slze from 110 to 120 mm and to 130 mm. shovv that they vyould be in the 

region of double those given for cod in paragraph 7 (a). Thus, ror the 

various tr[nvl fleets the initial losses would range from zero to lZ/~ for an 

increase to 120 mm 5 and from 7i~ to 25t:S for an inorease to 130 mm, according 

to the size composition of catches and discarding practice. 

(b) The same qualifications apply to these estimatos as set out for 

cod in paragraph 7, except that the normal range of variation in catch'lJer 

unit effart of haddock is greater than fer cod 

10. Future proposals 

(a) The Working Group wishes te; suggest that there is a continuing 

need for soientifio advice on the state of the stocks of Arctic cod and had-

dock, and that it is important to obtain as soan as possible a clearer under-

standing of the probable effects of increases c.;f mesh size above 130 mm. 

(b) The Group is of the opinion that these requirements can be met only 

by continuing the present co-operation between the scientists of the countrics 

c ()ncerncd o It is agreed on the necessity for continuing the exchange of 

statistical and research data and for proeessing and analysing them sa tl'18.t, 

in the light of the findings on which this Report is based and which will be 

described mere fully in the Special Scientific ReiJOrt on Arctic fisheries, 

it will be possible to obtain fUl up-to-date aplJreciation of current trends L"1. 

the fisheries and of the desirability or othervvise of further regulation. 

I 
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(o) Speoial emphasip is attached to the following items for future 

investigation:-

(i) To undertalce r-llrther vrork on the seleotivity of nets, with 
( 

special reference to materials other than manila and to haddoo:: 

and redfish. 

(ii) To follow the reIa tion betv"veen total mortali ty rate and fishing 

effort, for both cad ill1d haddock, so as to refine the estimates 

of fishing and natural mor ta lit y rates given in this re~ort. 

(iii) To investigate further the biology of cod and haddook within 

. the seleotion ranges of the meshes cc'nsio.ered in this report, 

with' special reference to the determination cf their natural 

mcrtality rate" 

(iv) To study i'urther the consequences :Jf changes in f::,.shing tactics 

on assessments of the effeot of increases in mesh size. 

(v) To continue investigations on the influence of enviromnental 

factors on the distribution of cod and haddock, sa as to inter-

pret petter the further changes in the fisheries. 

Cd) To facilitate these co-operative investigations, it is suggested 

that the Arctic V'forld.ng Grou]) rema.ins in existenoe and that arrangements 

should be made for it t::::; meet tcgether from time to time as may be necessary. 
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APPENDIX T 
~........ ~----

~es on the assessment qf lOng-te~~ffects-9f incrcase in mesh size 

A. The method used for mating the long-term assessments presented in this 

report is that recently developed by J". A, CiUlland, a full aceount of whieh is 

being lJrepared by him for l)ublioation. Al though similar in :principle to the 

convontioTh~l methods of mosh assessment (eog. Ad Hoc Report), Gulland's method 

make s full _~s.e of the ab served length compasi tions of the commercial ca tohe s 

and is there:eore particularly sui tea. for applica tion to oonrplex fisheries sueh 

as those for Arctio eod and haddoek in whieh the length eomposition or catehes 

taken by the various fleets and gears is d.ifferent. Full details of G-llllanc1's 

method and of i ts application tG the data of the .A.rctic fisi'1eries will be 

presentod in the Special Scientific Report which is in preparation.~ the :purpr'SG 

hore is to outline the method and to give some further details of the assess-

ments which have been made., 

B. \Vhen the size of mesh is increased it will e8nse a certain number of 

small fish to be released whioh wc-uld have been caught with the original 

mesh. The number thusrelea.sed oan be calclJ.lated from a knovvledge Of the 

original size o orrrpos i ti~)n cf the oatches and the retention ourves of the old 

and new meshes. A small proportion of these released fish will die before 

they have grown large en~Jugh to be retained by the new mesh, but the majority 

will survive to inorease the stock of larger fish. The fraotion that will 

subsequently be oaught during the remainder of their life is determined by 

the ratio of fishing mortality to total mor tal it y in the stock; for Arotic 

cad this ratio has been estimated as betvveen three-quarters and fOl1.r-fifths. 

Their ave rage weight when caught can be estimated from the average weight or 

fish in the observed catehes after applying the selecticri aurve of the new 

me8h, although this \-'lill be·a little less than that when the new equilibrium 

is set up. Thus it is possible to calculate the probable am':-;unt of ~~~ 

~ain from thereleased fish, and also the nett gain by subtracting the 

originalweight of the rish rel~ped. 
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c. In a fishery in which more than one tY28 of gear is used,or the trawl 

fleets belonging to the various countries have catenes with different size 

compositicns, the simplest proeedure is firstly to calculate the total gross 

gain from all the fish released, then t~ allocate tl1is total gross gain to 

eaeh eomponent fishery-, and finally to calculate the nett gain to each by 

subtracting the weight of the fisb. released in that fishery. The main diffi-

culty in a:p:;'Jlying this method to the Arctic fisheries, in which part ·jf the 

ca tch is taken by trawl and part by other gears which are nQt influeneed by 

mesh regulation, lies in predieting the extent te which the fisning tactics 

GI' the trawl -fleetsmay be expected to change as the size Gf mesh is increased. 

D. lvlinimum assessments of the gain te the trawl fisrleries can be made by 

alloeating the total gain according to the ratio of immediate catehes with the 

larger mesh, but this implies that the fleets could not" :r wculd not, redeploy 

so ~s to fish moro an grotunds where fish of sizes abave the retention renge 

of the new Inesh are relatively more abundant. In most fish stocks, and cer-

tainly in .Arotic cad and haddock, there is a marked segregation of fish by 

sizes, especially among the small and mediUm size ranges; there are, mcre-

over, considerable differences in the observed size composi tions of the 

oatches of Arctic cod taken by the various trawl fleets, which demonstrates 

tha t differences in fishing tacties already exist betvveen them. It wC.uld be 

unrealistie to suppose that, in practioe, vessels would cc;ntinue to fish those 

grounds on whioh a significant prc'partion of the stoclc c'~:uld no longer be 

retained by-the larger mesh. 

H' J..:l. A proper treatment of this questi:m, from which it wou~I_d be possible to 

prediet the degree of redistribution, and its effects, that would follow 8. 

given increasein size :~f mesh, is complicated and is a matter fDr further 

research, but same general statements and prc.visi:<nal assessments can be 

made or the possible eonsequence of a change in fi shing tactics of this kind. 

One thing is oertain, na."IJlely that a tendency on the part of the trawl fleets 

to redistribute as the size of mesh is inore8.sed s':".: as to fish less on predomi-

nently small-rish grounds, .is in QCCOrdL'..noe vvi th the principlos of good opJlS0r-

vation, sinoe it would shift the fishing pressure towards the larger fish and 
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so add to ti18 gain from the direct releasing action of the larger mesh. 

F. If ne allowance is made for any redistribution of fishing by the 

trawlfleets, the assessments obtained show the gain resulting purely 

from the releasing action of the larger mesh with the original distribution 

of fishing. In this case, estimates of the percentage gain to the trawl 

fisheries, to the fisheries with o-'cher gears, and in total catch, are as 

follows:-

Table A Cod: effeet of incrsRse of mesh size 

Ei};h no rQdistriblft~on of fish~ng 

Percentage increase in 
lang-term catoh ~o:-

In~rease of 
mesh from ". - " 

110 mm 1.0:- Trawl Fisheries wiiih 
To~al 

fisheries other gear_ 

120 mm 4 7 5 

130 mm 8 15 10 

140 mm 13 25 16 

150 mm 14 39 20 

These assessments can be regarded as showing, more especially, the minimur:2 

gains to the travd fisheries vlhieh are to be expeeted from increase of mesh 

size. The most marked effeet of any tendency by the trawler fleets to 

redistribute tOVI2.rdS larger fish would be to increase the nett gains' to 

them, sinee they vii.ll not only mnke up thereby same of their loss of fish 

released by the bigger mesh by inereased catehes of larger fish, but alsa 

obtain a great"er sha-re of t..""le gain from those released fish. It is also 

likely that redistribution by the trawler fleets wauld reduce to same extent 

the gains to the fisheries vri th other gears compared vvi th the figures shown 

in the above Table. 

G. The working assessments gi ven in Tables 2 and 3 of the main report 

make same allowance for theseprobable effects of redistribution by the 

tra'1:~rler fleets, by the proced.ure of allocating the total g.!'oss gain 
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according to the ratio of the original catches obtained by each fleet 

or gear instead of the immediate catehes -\'d th the larger mesh, as in 

Table A. In effect, this amounts simply to allocating the total gain 

from fish re12ased by the larger mesh a~cording to the relative fishing 

power of eaQh fleet or gear as neasured by the ratio of catehes befare 

the change in mesh. The resulting assessments are here repeated in 

Table B for ease of Qomparison -vvith those of Table 4. 

Table B Cad: effe~t of increase of mesh size "fri th 

Per~entage increase in 

Inorease of 
lang-term eat.h to:-

mesh from -

I 
- -

110 mm ~o:- Travd Fisheries wi'ih 
fisheries other gears 

Total 
~ -

l 120 mm 4 6 5 
-, 

130 mm 9 13 1. 

140 mm 14 21 16 

150 mm 17 30 20 

H. Compared wi th the assessments of 1}lable A, the gains both 'io the trawl 

fisheries and to the fisheries with oiher gear. given in Ta)'le B are not mueh 

different for in~reases of mesh up to 130 111m, which do not require a degree 

of redistribution beyond that which is already observed in same of the -l;rawl 

fisheries. For further increases in mesh, the assessment~ of Ta"ble B show-

larger gains to the trawl fisheries and redu~ed gains to the non-travrl 

fisheries compared vri th TELble A, whieh is the kind of effegt tha-c vvould "Qe 

expe~ted from redistribution. It is important to note that the assessments 

of Table B do not make proper allowance for redistribution because they take 

no account of the effect on the exploitation of the stock as a whole resultinG 

from the shift of f~shing pressure towards the larger fish. This is why the 

total gains are the same in both tables. It is thought, nevertheless, that 

the assessments of Table B (see als a Tables 2 and 3), which m:i.ke partial 

allowance for redistribution, prabably gi ve a mare realistic appreciC1tion of 

the rolati ve gain to the trav.fl fisheries anel to the fisheries using ather 
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gears than if no al101.yance is made for redistribution. 

J. It has been thought desirable to include same discussion on methods of 

assessing the effeots of increase in mesh as an appendix to this report, 

because the speeial features of the Arctic fisheries and the erlensive data 

available relating tothem have brought to light the need for a more d2marnic 

treatment of the influence of mesh regulation on a fishery than hc.s hitherto 

been attempted. YVhen fishing inte~sifies in an unregulated fishery it 

causes the abunetanoe of the larger fish to deeline and requires the vessels 

to fish more on the small-fish grounds in an attempt to maintain their 

ila~Qhes, until the proeess i:. halted by lack of market demand for the smallest 

fish. From su~h a si~uation the fishery is unlikely, of its own aocord, to 

redistribute ~owards larger fish, because fishing taotios are determined by 

immediate effedts, and ti~e immediate effe~t of suoh a redistribution would 

probably be a loss of catches, even though the lang-term effeet would ""8 a 

gain. In these ciroumstanoes the application of mesh regulation has the 

effeot of providing t he initial impetus needed to reverse these ehanges and 

to promote a better utilisation of the stooks; indeed, in same cases this 

indireet effeet of mesh regulation on fishing tacties may contribute more ~o 

the improvement of the fishery than the direct saving of small fish which the 

larger mesh permits. 

27th Ap~il, 1960. 
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J\lll Ju. Marty (UoS.SoR,)(Convenor) 
Ao UG Treschev (UoSoSoR .. ) 
SG S, Baranov (UoSoSoRo) 
U. Schmidt (Federal German Republio) 
AG Hylen (Norway) 
R. J. Ho Beverton) (U K ) 
L. Kø Birkett ) • o 

2. l'erms 01'- R~~~ 

At the Eighth meeting of the Permanent Commission, in London in May 1960, 

the Liaison Committee of IoC.,EoSo was invitedo o"" o. tlto arrange for the [Årctic 

Fisherie~ Working Group to continue their studies in the light of theinvesti

gations by oontraoting governments , wi th special reference to the problems of 

larger minimum mesh sizes in relation to stooks and speeies of fish in the 

north-eastern part of the Convention Area other than those de al t wi th in the L196gJ 

Report of the Working Groupt1 y CP" C.. 8/126). 

On the basis of data for 1960 submi tted by members of the Group, recent 

developments in the ~ and haddock fisheries have been analysed and are reported 

here. The assessments of the probable effect on these fisheries of increases in 

mesh size, which were presented in the 1960 report of the Group to the Liaison 

Committee (27,4.60), have been re-examined in the light of reoent data. Sinoe 

the oonclusions of the Group on this question remain substantially unaltered, the 

remarks given here are supplementary to those of the 1960 Report and are intended 

to be read in conjunction with that reporte 

Although there is :Juch less information on speoies other than cod and haddock, 

it has been possible to make some appreciation. of the probable consequences of 

inorease of mesh size in three other fisheries which are of importance in the 

north-eastern Arctio, namely redfish, coalfish and plaioeo 

4.1 Reoent trends in the fishery 

The total catch of Arctic cod in 1960 was about 640,000 metric tons, which 

was some 100,000 tons less than in 1959 (figures for Norway are :provisional) o 
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In Region I the trawler catch inereased by 58,000 tons, but it deereased in 

Region IIb by 141 ,000 tons and by 23 ,000 tons in Region IlA.. The eatch per unit 

effort deereased slightly in all three Regions o 

The increase in total eateh in Region I was due partly to the concentration 

in the southern part of' the region of four to six year old cad, as a result of 

the rise in temperature there, and partly to a shift of fishing effort to 

Region I from Region IIb. A considerable part ar the eatches in Region I eon-

sisted of fiSh in their fifth year of life, ioeo the 1956 year-class, and these 

were sufficiently abund~t to lead to same stabilization of the catch per unit 

effort at about the level of 1958 and 1959. 

The total 'mortality rate of fish above six years of age in Region I between 

1959 and 1960 appem:.ed to be rather higher than would have been expected, even 

allowing for the increased fishing in 1960.. This cauld have been aeeounted for, 

however, by a shift of fishing towards the eastern part of the area where the 

younger fish are more abundant, and perhaps by a tendeney for vessels to con-

centrate more on haddock than is usuals In general, the conclusions reaehed by 

the Group at its previous meetings, namely than the total mortality rate of eod 

above six years of age is in the region of 65% per year, of whieh the greater 

part, perhaps three-quarters to four-fifths,is due to fishing, remain unaltered. 

402 Assessments of the effeet of mesh incr~ 

The basis on which the assessments given in the 1960 Report of the Group 

were made have been re-examinedin some detail. No modif'ication of the selec-

tivity values adopted previously was required, but it was thought necessary to 

make further allovITance for some uncertainty whieh exists concerning the true 

numbers of' small rish: whieh have been taken in the trawl catehes in recent years, 

and of the reliability vv.ith whieh the ratio of fishing to total mortality can be 

established. Assessments have alSO been calculated on the basis of a slightly 

different period of years, namely 1952-60 instead of 1950-59, which it is thought 

give a better appreciation of the etfeet of an increase of mesh size at present 

levels of fishing intensityo The conclusions from these revised assessments may 

be summarised as follows:-

\. 

(a) Estimates of the immediate loss of landings to the trawl fleets are 

virtually the S8lTle as those quoted in para~ 7 of the 1960 Report. 

Immediate losses would var,y ve~ much from one fleet to another, 

depending on the size ccmposition,o~ ~ish caught and on discarding 

2. 
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practice.. For an increase of mesh from 110 mm to 120 l.lli1l, the immediate 

loss of landings (by weight) would range from zero to about .5% with 

an average of about 41~ for the trawl fleets as a whole.. For an in-

crease of mesh from 110 mm to 130 mm the immediate loss of landings 

would range from zero to 11%, vri. th an o.verage of 8fo. In interpreting 

these results, attention is drawn to the remarks contained in paras o 

7(b), (c) and (d) of the 1960 Report. 

(b) Revised estimates of percentage lang-term gains to be expected from 

increases of mesh from 110 Iill.i1 up to 140 mm have been calculated for 

the trawl fisheries as a whole, for fisheries vdth other gears, and 

for-the 'total fishery for Arctic cod. The range of assessments obtained 

are summarised in the following table:-

Perc ent age lang-term gain of landings to:-

Increase of 
mesh from Travd Fisheries vvith Total 

110 mm to:- fisheries other gears fishery 

120 mm 3-5 7-8 4 .... 6 

130 mIil 6-9 15-18 8-.12 

140 mm 8-12 25-31 12-16 

: 
= ,- .-.- -'.= 

(c) No alloNance is made in these assessments for factors such as a change 

in fishing tactics of the tranler fleets or an increased fishing power 

of the gear, both of which might reasonably be expected to happen 

after an increase in mesh SiZ8.. Thus, the abave assessments are to be 

compared with those previously given in Table A of the Appendix to the 

1960 Report, ~lhich were~-

Tabl~~ (of 1960 report).. Cod_~ _ effect of increase of me@ 

size ~~th no redistribution of fi~hing 

Percentage increase in lang-term catch to:-

Increase of 
mesh from Trawl Fisheries with Total 

110 mm to:- fisheries other gears fishery 

-~-=~=--=,~-=
=~ 

120 mm 4 7 5 

130 mm 8 15 10 

140 mm 13 25 16 

150 rnm 14 39 20 

30 
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Comparison of the twa sets of assessments shows that the earlier 

figures lie for the most part vnthin the range of the later ones. 

Although no precise alloYlTance can be made for any change of fishing 

tactics or increase in fishing p~wer of trawl gear vdth increase of 

meSh size, the likelihood is that these would have little effect on 

the total gain but would increase the share taken by the trawl fisheries 

compared "rith that· taken by other gears .. 

(d) In summary , it may be said that the revised assessments give essentie~ly 

the same conclusions as the earlier ones.. Assessments of the effect 

of a meSh increase cannot, by the nature of things, be given wi th exact·-

ness; but having made what in the opinion of the Group were the most 

reasonable assumptions where uncertainty exists, the results leave 

litt le doubt that an increase of mesh to at least 130 mm, and probably 

to still larger sizes, would result in lang-term gains both to the 

trawl fisheries and to those using other gears$ 

4Q3 Conclusiona for cod 

It appears from the most recent data that the stoeks of Arctic cod remain 

at a low level of abundance under conditions of a high fishing mortality rate o 

This gives the Working Group cause for anxiety concerning the prospects for the 

fishery in the immediate future" There are indications, hcwvever, that the 1959 

and 1960 year-cIas ses , which vilill begin to enter the fishery in 1963, may be 

rather better than those of recent years" Introduction of a larger l1lesh would 

give greater protection to these fish while still small and so would add to the 

improvement in. the fishery -which may be expected from themo 

50 Haddock 

Having examined the 1960 data for haddock, the Working Group found no reasan 

to alter its conclusion stated in the 1960 Report, nam~ly that the effects of 

fishing on the stocks in the Arctic have been broadly similar to those on ocd. 

The total mortality rate remains in the region of 50% - 55%, of which the gre~ter 

part appears to be due to fishingo 

The smaller gro1;vth potential of Arctic haddock c011pared vri th cod means that, 

other things being equal, the haddcck fishery cannot be expected to respond to 

large inc:,,'eases in mesh size as yvell as vvould the cod fishery ... Nevertheless !i it 

yv-as concllded in the 1960 report that there -v-v-ould be long-term gains i n the total 

catch of ·:laddock of about 6% for an increase of mesh size to 120 mm,and of about 

.. 
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9.% for an increase to 130 mill.. Revised assessments, bringing in the 1960 data, 

have not altered these conclusions so far as total catch is concerned but, as 

anticipated in para 8(c) of the 1960 report, have shovYn that its partition 

between trawls and other gears is difficult to predict ydth any accuracyo On 

this point our latest assessments have shoy~ that the conclusion reached in the 

1960 report, namely that there would at least be no loss to the trawl fisheries 

as a whole from increases o~ mosh to sizes in the region of 125 to 130 illlll, still 

remains valid. 

6. Red.fish 

6.1 State of the stocks 

Having reviewed the statistical data on the red.fish fisheries in the north-

eastern Arctic, provided by the U. So S oRo and West Germany, the Working Group 

notes that on certain fishing grounds there has been a marked decline in ~atch 

per unit effcrt in recent years. This declille has been most noticeable on the 

Kapitova Bank (in the deep water between the Bear Island Bank and the Norwegian 

coast), but substantial declines have also occurred in the area of the Bear 

Island Bank proper:J at Skalpen Bank and at Finmark& Raving in mind that similar 

decreases have occurred on other redfish grounds in the North Atlantic as fishing 

has intensified, such as on the Rosengarten and on grounds off the coast (f 

Labrador and Newfoundland, it seems probable that these are caused by fishing o 

Sa far, however, the accompanying symptoms of heavy fishing which are faund in 

stocks of other species, such as a decline in average size of fish, ~e not yet 

apparent in redfish, al though this may be the result of the very slovlT growth 

rate of this species. } lurther investigations are needed befare the effect of 

fishing on red.fish can be established conclusively" 

6.2 Effect of mesh ~n~ry~ 

There is not much information on the selectivi ty of trawls for redfish, bu:\i 

from selectivity tests at West Greenland (von Brandt, 1960) and in the north

eastern Arctic (Saetersdal , 1960) and also from C an adi an , data, the selection 

factor of manila. cod-end;~ for redfish may be taken provisionally as 2.6. The 

5010 selection length for a IDesh of 120 mm viTould then be about 31 cm, and about 

34 cm for a mesh of 130 mm.. A range of 6 cm between the 25~~ and 7570 retention 

poirits is indicated from the available data. It should be noted:J however, that 

these re~ul ts are from hauls in which the average quanti ty of fish caughtwas 

probably less than is typical of the commercial fisheri es.. As there seems to be 
5 • 
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a fairly definite tendency for the selection factor of redfish to decrease vvith 

increasing catch (von Brandt, idem), the abave estimates of selectivity, and 

hence also the immediate losses quoted below, may be too high. 

Bearing this qualification in mind, these selectivity results, together 

vvith the information available on the size composition of commercial landings 

of redfishin recent years, enable provisional assessments to be made of the 

immediate effect of increases in mesh above 110 IDID o For the north-eastern Arctic 

as a whole, the immediate losses to the trawler fleets areestimated to average 

about 4% by weight for an increase of mesh to 120 mm, and about 12% for an 

increase to 130 IDnl. 

The Group are of the opinion that the present state of knowledge of the 

redfish and its associated fisheries is not sufficient to enable any firm 

assessment of the long-term effect of mesh increase to be made o It can be 

calculated, hovæver , that the ratio of fishing to total mort ali ty needed to 

compensate the above initial losses is about O 06.. This ratio is smaller than 

that which has been established for Arctic cod and probably for haddock also .. 

If the decline in the redfish fisheries noted above is indeed due to fishing,it 

implies that the ratio of fishing to total mortality is of at least this magnitude. 

On this basis, it is therefare reasonable. to suppose that in the lang-term some~ 

and perhaps all, of these j1.~[lediate losses "muld be made up .. 

7 .. Coalfish and plaice 

Judging by the size-composition of coalfish landed by England and Germany 

from the north-eastern Arctic, the proportion in them of small fish which would 

be expected to be released by meshes up to 130 TIIDl is very small indeed.. Although 

it is difficult on present evidence to establish the effect of fishing on the 

stocks of coalfish, it can be said that the landings would be little affected 

by increases of mesh size up to at least 130 ~llg 

The number of plaice which would be released by meshes up to 130 mm is also 

small. Inthis case, hov-vever, the evidence is that the stock of plaice is fairly 

heavily fished, and it is probable that such fish as would be released by meshes 

up to 130 run would result in a long-term gaino 

8. Concluding remarks 

In their 1960 report, based on decisions reached at their third meeting, 

in Moscow, the Group list ed a series of recommendations for ~ture investigations 

into the Arcticfisheries. Because of the importanee which it attaches to these 

60 
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proposals as providing the scientific basis for the rational ex~loitation of 

the fisheries, the Group -v~'i.shes to restate them here, together "Ild. th some further 

recOilllliendations arisll1.g from their recent meeting:-

(a) Data are needed as soon as possible from. vvhich assessments can be TJELde 

of the probable effects of increasing the mesh size above 130 mm. 

In this connection, it is reCOllilJended that the countries concerned 

should pay special a ttention to problems such as the effect of mesh 

size on the fishing povrer of trawls, illld the effect of increased speed 

of trawling on the size ca1position of catches ø 

(b) Special attention should also be given to increasing the precision of 

ass'essiTIents of the effect of LJ.esh size on the yield of cod and haddock 

of the 1959 and 1960 year-classes, \iiI-hich should be a major factor in 

deterLJ.ining the productivity of the fisheries in the coming decade ø 

(c) Investigations on redfish should be c ontinued , in order to clarify 

the influence of naturaI factors and of fishingon the abundance of 

the stocks. 

(d) Further investigations on the selectivity of nets for haddock and 

redfish are needed, with special reference to materials other than 

mcu1.ila and to the effect of qu ant i ty of catcho Some information on 

the selectivity of coalfish is also needed, if mesh sizes above 130 [~ 

are to be consideredo 

(e) It is considered that the reporting of COli1nercial statistics of catch 

and effort in the north-eastern Arctic by snaller sub-diviaions of 

area than the three at present adopted would be a valuable adjunct to 

future investigations o It is accordingly intended to put forward 

SODe proposals in tbis cOlli1.ection at the next meeting of the Statis-

tical COrDLlittee of IoCoE"S .. 

In the opinion of the Working Group there is a constant need for scientific 

consultations on the problem of the stock abundance of demersal fish in the. 

north-eastern Arctic~ For this purpose it is sugge sted that the Arctic 

Working Group should continue i ts 'lv-ork \iv-l thin the fra1'l8WOrk of the Gadoid Fish 

C o11J.llittee, and be given the opp o rtunit y to Deet as may be necessary. The 

systematic yvork of the Group in the future vvill make it possible to deterIlline 

the degree .of reliability and the correctness of its general conclusions. Such 
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an ffi1alysis is essential not only' for the rationalization of the fishery in this 

region of the Atlantic, but in order to establish the applicability to other 

regions of this method of assessment of stock abundfu"1.Ce and the state of the 

fisheryo 

8. 

JUl) Ju o Marty 
( Convenor) 
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